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Gold Creek dam and its unusual waste
waterway (1890-1997): design, operation, and
maintenance
Hubert Chanson and R.L. Whitmore

Abstract: Completed in IR85. the Gold Creek dam is an earthen dam located on the outskirts of Brisbane, Australia,
The spillway system was refurbished three times, each time to imTcase the maximum overflow capacity, In 1890. a
concrete stepped waterway was built to replace the damaged unlined-rock channel. This staircase chute is an unique
structure: it is the first large man-made waste waterway built in Queensland. it is the only stepped weir built in
Queensland before 1900, and it is. so far as the writers are aware. the first concrete-stepped spillway built for a large
dam, The characteristics of the dam and its unusual stepped spillway are reviewed in a historical context. The design is
compared with contemporary structures and present knowledge in stepped spillway design. The authors believe that the
Queensland engineers gained expertise from overseas and within ;\ustralia for the qepped spillway design. However.
the selection of concrete for the step construction was made hy the local engineers and the reasons hehind the decision
are not yet understood,
Kel' Imnls: spillway design. engineering heritage. concrete construction. stepped weir. spillway operation. spillway re-

furbishment. 19th century structure.
Resume: Le harrage de Gold Creek, pres de Brisbane en Australie, est une construction de remblais qui fut achevee
en 1885. Le systeme de deversoirs fut remis iJ. neuf it trois reprises pour augmcnter sa capacite maximale, En I R90, un
canal de beton en escalier fut eonstruit pour remplacer le canal de roc-sans doublure endomage. Cl' deversoir en
escalier eq unique en son genre: c'est le premier gros de\ersoir construit au Queensland. e'est le seul deversoir en
escalier construit au Queensland avant le :Weme siecle ct le premier deversoir en escalier construit pour un gros
barrage. Cet ouvragc passe en revue les caracteristiques du barrage et de son deversoir en escalier dans un contexte
historique. La conception elu elcversoir est comparee iJ. des structure, contemporaines ainsi qu'aux notions acwdles de
conception de deversoirs en escalier. Les autcurs pensent que les ingenieurs de I'epoque ont importes le savoir faire
d'outre-mer ct d'autres region d'Australie pour la conccption du deversoir. Le beton pour la construction du deversoir
a ete selectionne par les ingenicurs locaux, pour des raisons cncore inconnues.

Mot" eNs: conception de deversoirs, heritage en ingenierie, construction de heton. deversoir en escalier, fonctionnement de deversoirs. remise ;1 neuf de deversoirs, structure du 19cIlle siecle,
[Traduit par la Redaction I

Introduction
During the 19th century. several large dams were built in
Australia to supply cities with water. The Gold Creek dam
was the I·Hh large dam I completed in Australia (Australian
National Committee on Large Dams 1990) on the western
outskirts of Brisbane. Australia (Fig. I), It was also the second large dam l built in Queensland to supply water to the
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'The expression "large dam" is used as defined by the
International Commission on Large Dams ( 1984).

city of Brishane, Because of the hydrology of the catchment
area. the Gold Creek dam was re-equipped with a relatively
large spillway in 1890,
In this paper, the authors review the historical development of the dam and the waste waterway, The authors will
~how that the dam and its 1890 spillway were well designed.
and that the design was deri ved from Australian and ovcr~eas experience as well as local expertise, The original
stepped spillway is still in use today. suggesting a sound de~ign. Its history of design, operation, and maintenance may
provide u~eful information to dam and spillway operators,

Dam and the waste waterway design
Gold Creek dam
The Gold Creek dam was designed by John B, Henderson
( 1836-1921) for the Brisbane Board of Waterworks. shortly
after he was put in charge of all waterworks under construction in Queensland in 1879, The purpose of the dam was to
increase the water supply for the city of Brisbane, The Gold
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Fig. 1. Location of the Gold Creek dam on the Australian continent.
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Creek dam was the first dam designed by Henderson and its
design appears very conservative.
The dam built between 1882 and 1885 is an earthfill embankment with a clay puddle 2 corewall. It was built under
the general supervision of Henderson.' The site engineer
was Alexander Stewart (1843-1900), who acted first as an
assistant to Henderson and was later engineer to the Brisbane Board of Waterworks from 1883 (Whitmore 1996). The
fill material is unworked clay laid in 0.23-m (9 in.) layers.
The length of the dam is 187 m (624 ft) and the maximum
height of the embankment is 26 m (86 ft). The reservoir
storage capacity is about 1.8 x 10 6 m' and the catchment
area is 10.5 x 10 6 m 2 .
An overflow spillway is located on the left abutment on
rock foundation (see next section). An outlet tower was built
between 1883 and 1885 to draw water from the reservoir.
The original structure, made of cast iron, failed in 1904, following improper operation while the reservoir was empty
(Cossins 1996). The structure was replaced by the present
concrete structure built in 1905. Figure 2 shows the dam, the
cast-iron outlet tower, and the stepped waste waterway
shortly after its completion (original photograph taken
around 1890).
Originally the Gold Creek reservoir supplied water directly to the city of Brisbane. In 1928 the reservoir was connected to the Enoggera reservoir via a tunnel beneath the
ridge separating the Enoggera Creek and Gold Creek basins.
The Gold Creek dam acted as an upper reservoir for the
Enoggera reservoir, as the Gold Creek reservoir is located
close to and at a higher elevation than the Enoggera dam.
Today the Gold Creek reservoir is no longer used for water

Gold Creek
dam

Brisbane

l>---7L---~

....... , ...

Goulburn

.......

------e-t--Bendigo
Melbourne

~Tasmania

supply, the pipeline having been decommissioned in 1991;1
and the reservoir is kept nearly full for recreational purposes.
In 1904, a slip occurred on the upstream slope of the embankment during drainage of the reservoir and repairs were
completed in March 1906 (Cossins 1996; Whitmore 1996).
In 1966, water leaks from the downstream face were observed which might have been caused by a spring located
below the dam foundation and observed by Stewart during
the dam construction. These incidents were considered minor and the dam is still in good condition, as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4.

The waste waterway
History of the spillway (/885-/997)
The Gold Creek catchment area and the neighbouring
Enoggera Creek basin can be subjected to very intense rainfalls (e.g., 920 mm during a storm on 24 January 1974).
However. written records indicate that, in the early stages of
design. Henderson lamented at the paucity of data on the local rainfall patterns, and collection of suitable data after the
reservoir completion was requested.
Since the construction of the dam in 1882-1885. the spillway has been modified three times essentially, each time to
increase the maximum discharge capacity (Table I). The
original 1885 spillway was a crude channel cut in the left
abutment. Presumably Henderson assumed that the spillway
details could await further hydrological data.
In 1887. the spillway channel was widened by 15 m
(50 ft) to increase its capacity (Fig. 2b). The original right

Wet mixture of clay worked into a dense. impervious core.
Henderson was at the time Resident Engineer for Water Supply, Queensland Government
~The tunnel was first decommissioned in 1977 but the water supply to Enoggera reservoir resumed from 1986 up to 1991.
2

3
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Fig. 2. View of the 1890 Gold Creek dam. (a) Original photograph tako;:n after completion of the spillway. (h) Sketch of the 1890
spillway (after the original photograph taken after completion of the spillway).
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sidewall, made of brick. was repaired and extended a short
distance in concrete.
In January 1887 and early in 1890. large overflows occurred and the unlined-rock spillway was badly damaged.
As a result it was decided to build a masonry spillway. The
drawings were signed by Stewart and the design was approved by Henderson. 5 The new spillway was a stepped
chute made of concrete (Figs. 2-4) and the concrete aggregate was obtained from the original spillway rock material.°
The final staircase structure had 12 steps, the bottom steps

(i.e.. I I th and 12th steps) being incomplete. although Stewart's early drawings showed originally 19 steps. The authors
believe that the choice of the number of steps was dictated
by the topography and construction matters rather than by
hydrodynamic considerations.
In 1920, a low concrete wall was built across the spillway
crest to increase the reservoir capacity. It was dismantled in
1932 (Whitmore 1996).
In 1975, the crest elevation of the spillway was lowered
by 1.2 m (4 ft) to increase the maximum discharge capacity,7

Letter (17 April 1890) from Henderson to the Secretary of the Board of Waterworks. Brisbane.
Hand labourers were recruited to break the rocks (Cossins 1966).
7 It is most likely that the decision to proceed was taken after the 1974 tlood of the City of Brishane.
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Fig. 3. Photograph of the Gold Creek darn spillway taken on 4 April 1996. Stepped spillway (view from downstream).

but the steep channel was unmodified. Today the stepped
chute is still in use (Fig. 4).

Characteristics of the staircase waste waterway
In 1890 and 1975, the stepped spillway was designed with
a broad tlat crest followed by a stepped channel which had a
21 slope (Figs. 2, 3). At the end of the stepped chute, the
residual energy of the flow is dissipated on natural bedrock,
and the watercourse turns abruptly to the right (90-1200
change of flow direction). The spillwaters rejoin the natural
bed of the creek downstream of the dam. The basic spillway
characteristics are summarised in Table I (Chanson and
Whitmore 1996).
The maximum discharge capacity of the 1890 spillway
was probably selected to pass the maximum observed overflow at the time (i.e., 170 m 3/s in January 1887). The 1890
overflow capacity (i.e., 200 m 3/s) would flow down the steps
as a nappe flow regime, i.e., a succession of free-falling
nappes.
Interestingly, the maximum discharge capacity of the
1975 spillway (i.e., 280 m 3/s) corresponds to a transition between nappe and skimming flow. Such conditions should be
avoided because they are unstable and could lead to substantial damage (e.g., Arizona Canal dam, New Croton dam)
(Chanson 1995a, pp. 187-205).
Another incongruity is the discrepancy between the discharge capability of the crest and the maximum capacity of
the stepped channel. The 1975 crest design allows about
360 m 3/s of water to pass before the dam is overtopped. But,
in the steep channel, the low height of the sidewalls limits
the maximum overflow before sidewall overtopping to about
278 m 3/s (Chanson and Whitmore 1996). For larger discharges, overtopping of the right sidewall would occur,
0

causing unacceptable scouring and erosion to the embankment dam toe.
Figure 4 presents photographs of the spillway in operation
early May 1996. The photographs show the cascading waters at low overtlow (i.e .. nappe flow regime).

Dam construction and spillway location
Since antiquity, dam engineers learned the risks of dam
erosion and destruction associated with large floods, and it
was usual to design dams with a spillway system. s Flood
waters vvere discharged above the dam (overflow weir), below the dam (tunnel outlet), or beside the dam (overflow
channel or tunnel outlet).
The Gold Creek embankment was designed and built on
the same lines as most English and Australian earth dams
during the 19th century (see Humber 1876; Smith 1971;
Schnitter 1994). Examples include the Lough Island Reavy
dam (U.K., 1840), the Kentmere Head dam (U.K., 1848), the
High Bullough dam (U.K., 1850), the Yan Yean dam (Australia, 1857), the second Bilberry dam 9 (U.K., 1858?), the
Dale Dyke dam 10 (U.K., 1863), the Enoggera dam (Australia, 1864 l, the Expedition Pass dam (Australia, 1869), the
Malmsbury reservoir (Australia, 1870), and the Lower
Barden dam (U.K .. 1873). All these dams were earth structures with a clay puddle core.
Several old earthen structures had a spillway disposition
similar to that of the Gold Creek dam (i.e., with lateral overtlow chute), e.g .. the Bilberry reservoir (spillway built in
18(7), the Dale Dyke reservoir, and the Expedition Pass
dam.
The discharge capacity of the Gold Creek dam spillway
was relatively large at the time (see Table 2) but it was not
one of the largest structures. The Marib dam, first built
around B.C. 750. 11 was 14 m high in its later stages com-

x Ancient names for the spillway include waste waterway, wastewater weir. idle-discharge outlet, byewash. and bywash.
"Also called Holme Styes dam (Binnie 1981). Holmfirth dam. and Huddersfield reservoir (Smith 1971). The first Bilberry dam was built between 1839 and 1843. It was a 20.4 m high earth dam with puddle clay corewall. The embankment failed on 5 February 1852 and 81 people
were killed. The second dam was designed by 1.F. La Trobe Bateman (1810-18891 in 1843 and construction started in 1854.
IOAlso spelled Dale Dike (e.g .. International Commission on Large Dams 1(84). The earth darn. built in 1858, failed in 1864 and more than
250 people were killed in the incident. The failure was probably caused by piping and percolation along the tunnels within the embankment.
liThe dam lasted up to A.D. 575. Its destruction was recorded in the Koran.
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Fig. 4. Photographs of the Gold Creek dam spillway in operation on :2 May 1996.
View from the right bank of the flow above the first five steps.

(a)

View from the left bank and downstream.

(b)

(a)

(b)

pared with 26 m for the Gold Creek dam, and the spillway
system could pass up to 510 nr'/s, i.e .. about 2.6 times the
capacity of the Gold Creek dam spillway (built in 1890).
When considering the Gold Creek dam in its historical
context, some interesting questions arise: How did the design engineers gain expertise on stepped spillway design?
Did they use any existing structure(s) as reference(s)'? Why
did the engineers choose to make the steps in unreinforced
concrete?

Transfer of stepped spillway technology
Design of stepped waste waterways
The 1890 Gold creek dam spillway exhibits an interesting
staircase geometry. The stepped chute contributes to the dis-

sipation of the kinetic energy of the overflow. It is now recognised that a stepped spillway can be extremely efficient
in dissipating up to 90% of the kinetic energy of the flow
(Chanson 1995a. pp. 102-112).
Stepped spillways date back to the pre-Christian era. and
in a review of their history. Chanson (1995a, pp. 23--43) reported that they were a common feature of the 19th century
reservoir designs (Table 2). In the United States, for example. nearly one-third of the dams built during the 19th century had a stepped spillway. In France several masonry dams
built between 1850 and 1900 had lateral stepped spillways
(Fig. 5; Appendix 2), and Humber (1876) illustrated several
English stepped spillways in his comprehensive treatise. In
that context. it is believed that the Gold Creek dam waste
waterway followed the design trends of the 19th century.
© 1998 NRC Canada
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Table 1. Characteristics of the Gold Creek dam spillway from 1885 until the present.
Characteristic

1885 spillway

1887 spillway

Spillway crest
Crest design

Unlined rock ('J)

Unlined rock

3.0-1-8 m (lOft)
below darn crest
40 m (130ft)

3.048 m below
dam crest
55 m (180 ft/'

Unlined rock

Unlined rock

Quasi-circular !lat arc

Quasi-circular flat arc

Unlined rock
40 m (130 ft)
nla

Unlined rock
55 m (180 ft)
nla

Stepped channel
55 111
12 (all identical I

Step construction

nla

nla

Concrete on rock foundation

Stepped channel
55 m
12 (I st small step and I I
identical steps)
Concrete on rock
foundation

Step geometry
Height h
Length I
Channel slope
Sidewall construction
Crest
Steep channel
Sidewall height
Crest
Steep channel
Discharge
Maximum spillway
capacity Q

nla

nla

Crest level
Crest width
Steep chute
Transversal shape of
the spillway
Spillway geometry
Channel width W
Number of steps

After 1975
('I,

Broad-crested weir (unlined
mck and concrete !lOOI'.
nearly horizontal bed)
3.0-1-8 m below dam crest
55

III

Broad-crested weir (unlined
rock and concrete floor,
nearly horizontal bed)
4.267 m (14ft) below dam
crest
52 m

1.5 m (5 ft)
4m(14ftj
21 c

1.5 m (OA m at 1st step)
4 m (inc!. at 1st step)
21°

Brick

Brick

Brick
Rendered concrete

Brick and concrete
Rendered concrete

1.5 m (5 ft)

1.5 m

1.5 m
lA m

2.7 m

Notes: Most information is based on the authors' obs<:rvations and calculations. na. not appli<:able:

lA m

"J.

un<:<:rtain: - . information not available.

"Maximum dis<:harg<: capa"ity "alculated hy Chanson and Whitmore (1996).
l'The widening was originally designed for 20 ft hut it was d<:"ided to widen the channel by 50 ft.

Further, the authors believe that the design engineers of
the Gold Creek dam spillway were aware of similar designs
in England, Victoria (Australia), and possibly France.

Transfer of expertise in stepped spillway design
Influence from England
In some reports, Henderson quoted the book of Humber
(1876) in which several stepped spillways are described,
e.g., the Dale Dyke reservoir (PI. 3, fig. 25), Halifax waterworks (PI. 32, figs. I1 and 18), Manchester waterworks (PI.
25, fig. 2, and PI. 26, figs. 12 and IS), and the Rotherham
reservoir (PI. 21, fig. 9). Further, Humber (1876, p. 133)
stated explicitly 'The byewash will generally have to be
made with a very steep mean gradient, and to avoid the excessive scour which could result if an uniform l2 channel
were constructed, it is in most cases advisable to cany the
byewash down by a series of steps, by which the velocity
will be reduced. This is very well illustrated in the case of
the Rotherham Works".
Experience in Victoria, Australia
Several stepped structures were built in Victoria, Australia, prior to the construction of the Gold Creek stepped spill-

way. Artificial cascades, drops, waterfalls, and stepped
channels were built as part of the Yan Yean scheme in 1883
to supply water to the city of Melbourne (Gibbs 1915). The
Yan Yean project was supervised by Matthew B. Jackson.
Chief Engineer for Waterworks, Melbourne City Council.
Jackson (1825-?) was an experienced English engineer who
was an expert witness at the Dale Dyke reservoir inquest in
1864 (Binnie 1981).
In Bendigo, Victoria, the Malmsbury Reservoir was completed in 1870. The 24 m high earth embankment is
equipped with two lateral spillways. The right-bank spillway
(also called Eastern spillway) is a masonry chute with a series of steps which are still in use today. In Victoria. also,
the Goulburn weir was completed in 1891. The weir is an
overflow stepped structure with 12 steps of 0.5 m height
made of granite blocks and still used today. The authors believe that the Goulburn weir was probably designed prior to
the Gold Creek stepped spillway.
There is evidence that the Brisbane engineers had good
connections with Victorian engineers. Henderson was
trained and worked in Victoria until 1878 when he moved to
Queensland (Whitmore 1984). He worked with Joseph
Brady (1828-1908) in Bendigo, Victoria. Brady surveyed

]21n the meaning of a uniform smooth channel bed (i.e., not stepped).
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Table 2. Gold Creek dam stepped spillway in a historical context.
Dam
height
(m)

Channel
slope

a

(0)

Construction

Comments

Masonry of limestone,
sandstone mortared
together

Built by the Assyrian King Sennacherib
to supply water to his capital city
Nineveh: discharge over the dam
crest: lower dam. called Ajilah dams
Upper dam; 5 steps
Roman dam 220 km southwest of
Tunis. Tunisia; 6 steps followed by
an overfall: discharge over the dam
crest; channel width W = 150 m
\1oslem dam (Ghaznavid dynasty)
100 km north of Samarkand: 2.3 m
wide crest followed by 7 steps (step
height h = 1.5-3.3 m)
Built by the Moslems during the
Sassanian period; 7.5 m wide crest
followed by steps

Name

Year

River Khosr dams. Iraq

B.C. 694

Kasserine dam. Tunisia

A.D. 100'1

>1.4
10

30
57

Khan dam, Uzbekistan

1000'1

15.2

81

Adheim dam, Iraq

1300 7

15.2

5I

Almansa dam. Spain

1384 7

15

40

Kobila dam, Slovenia

1586

10

St Ferreol dam. France

1671

32

Kamenskii dam. Russia

1730')

Pabellon dam. Mexico

1730 7

Penarth weir, U.K.

1818

Ascutney Mill dam,
U.S.A.

1834-1835

12.8

Arched gravity dam
made of cut granite
with rubble-filled core:
dO\\'nsHeam stepped
huttressing wall

Dale Dyke dam. U.K.

1863

29

Earth dam (failure in
186-1-)

Gouffre d'Enfer dam.
France (also called
Furens or Furan dam)

186/1

60

Curved gravity dam in
masonry: unlined rock
spillway channel

Bilberry dam, U.K.

1867

16.1

Earth dam with puddle
cia} core wall
(\854-185/1 7 ): lateral
overtlow spillway with
stepped channel

2.9

Cut and fitted masonry
blocks with mortared
joi nts used to face a
rubble and earth core
Gravity dam; granite
ashlar masonry

Gravity dam; cut
masonry bloc~s connected with lead
dowels poured into
grooves
Curved gravity dam:
rubble masonry with a
facing uf large
masonry blocks
Timber cribs filled with
rocks; destroyed in
1948
Waterfalls. casc"des.
cataracts
Timber crih dam

24
24

Buttress dam: rubble
masonry set in mortar
Masonry crest.

Discharge over the dam crest; broad
crest followed by 14 steps and an
overrall
Overtlow spillway: crest length 20 m

Earth dam with masonry spill weir followed by stepped cascades; water
supply for the Canal du Midi
Overtlow spillway designed hy G.W.
Hennin; 5 steps; design discharge
- 5.2 m"/s
Spanish construction; discharge over the
crest; 3 steps
Stepped weir on the river Severn:
2 steps (h '" 1.2 m): W = 42 m
Overtlow stepped spillway (W =
30.48 m) across the Connecticut
River; smooth concrete crest followed
hy stone stepped profile: water
supply to watermills and later
hydropower (1898); still in use today
Lateral spillway (W = 7.3 down to
3.5 m): maximum discharge 47 nr'/s;
5 steps (11 = 0.4-0.74 m) followed
smooth channel
Lateral spillway followed by unlined
rock cascade: refurbishment of spillway intake in 1990s; cascade still in
used today
Maximum discharge 49 mJ/s: lateral
stepped channel (W = 3.048 Ill);
reservoir still in use loday
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Table 2 tcomi/lued).
Chann~1

Name

Year

Dam
height
(m)

Ternay dam. France

1867

41

1868

17.4

30

Earth dam: spillway has
concrete noor and
ashlar step~

Ulley dam. U.K.

I ~70')

12.6

12.7

Malmsbury Reservoir.
Australia

1870

24

Earth embankment: spill\Vay~ have ashlar
pitching set on
concretc
Earth embankment with
masonry ~pillways at
each end
Step made with crib and
masonry (h = 0.74 m.
1= 2.43 m,

Yal

Hou~e

dam. U.K.

slope

a

(0)

16.8
(cascade)

Construction

Comments

Curved gravity dam in
masonry

Unlined rock spillway: 30 steps (h '"
0.3-0.8 m): refurbisbment of spillway
intake in 1990s: still in use today
Lateral overnow spillway with stepped
crest (60 m long. 3 steps. h = 1.5 m)
followed by flat slope. then stepped
channel (W = 12.2 Ill. 27 steps. h =
1.5 m): max.imum discharge 160 m 3/s
Two lateral overflow stepped spillways
(W = 1.83 m. h = 0.69 m. step length
I = 3.05 m)

M,l';onry smonth chute
Pas-du-Riot dam,
France

187J

36

Curved gravity darn
made of Cyclopean
masonry

Cpper Barden reservoir.
U.K

1882

42

Arizona canal dam.
U.S.A.

1887

10

Tytarn darn. Hong Kong

1887

29

65

1890

26

21

Goulburn weir,
Australia

1891

15

-30

Eanh embankment witb
rnas,'nry spillways at
each end
Timber cribs filled with
Inose rock and gravel:
dam failure in 1905
Gravity dam (40';(- stone.
60% concrete)
Eanhfill darn (built in
1885): concrete spillway built in 1890 over
the eroded unlined
rllck spill\\ ay
Concrete gravity weir
witb h,lriwntal steps
made of granitc blocks

La Tache darn (also
called Chanrain
dam>. France

1891

51

326

Curved gravity dam in
mas(lnry

Cantref dam. Wales.
U.K.

1892

2H

20- 34

Earth dam with puddle
clay corewal!: masonry
stepped spillway

Gold

Cre~k

dam

Right bank spillway is a masonry chute
with a series of 8 steps (IV", 20 m):
still in use today
Right bank (eastern) spillway is a
masonry chute with a masonry drop
and a series of 6 steps at downstream
end (It' '" 20 m): discharge capacity
310 n1"/s: still in use today
Left bank (western) spillway: discharge
capacity 86 m 31s
Maximum discharge 65 m 3/s: lateral
masonry spillway has 7 steps (h '"
2.5-3 m): trapezoidal section (hase
width -3 m): nappe now regime: still
in use today
Maximum discharge 43 m 3/s: Ilat steps
at upstream end
Maximum discharge 33 mC/s:
3 horizontal steps
Broad crest (6.4 m) followed hy 9 steps
(11 = 3.05 m)
Broad crest followed by 12 steps (h =
1.5. I = 4 m): max.imum discharge
:200 m 3/s: crest level lowered by 1',4 m
in 1975: spillway still in use today
Design discharge 1970 n1"/s: record
discharge 19R2 mJ/s on 7 June 1917:
It' = 14/ m: 12 steps (h = 0.5 m): gale
refurbishment in 1986; still in use today
Unlined rock spillway. lO steps (h =
2.4-5.4 m) followed by 9 masonry
steps (h = 0.2-0.3 m): It' = 2.2 111:
refurhishment of spillway intake in
1994
Maximum discharge capacity 157 m 3/s:
h = 0.3048 m: It' = 9.14 m: still in
use today: increase of spillway capacity in the 19ROs by addition of two
siphon spillways and a reinforced
earth spillway
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Table 2 (cullellIded).
Dam
height

Channel
slope

u.

Name

Year

(m)

Upper Colihan Reservoir, Australia

1903

Crft dam. Germany

Constmction

Comments

30

Earth dam with lateral
spillwa)

1905

58

New Croton dam,
USA.

1906

90.5

Croton Falls dam.
C.S.A.

l'ill

52.7

Warren dam, Australia

1916

17.4

35

Eildon Weir, Australia

1927

42.7

56 and 22

Curved gravity dam
(slate masonry) with
upstream earth
cmhankment
Masonry gravity dam;
spillway damage in
1955
Cyclopean masonry dam
with concrete hlock
facing; horizontal steps
made of granite
Concrete gravity dam;
overtopped in 1917;
spillway redesigned in
1926
Rock/ill dam with
concrete spillway
section: spillway
redesigned in 1936;
new dam in 1955

Spillway chute includes a drop (6.7 m)
and 2 series of steps (h = 1.2 Ill, HI ~
32 m); refurhishment of spillway
intake in 1993; still in use today
MaXtlllUm discharge 200 !TIlls; HI = 100
m; steps cut in natural rock covered
by concrete (h = 1.52 m)

Note: Information

00

(0)

53

MaXtlllUm discharge 1550 mJ/s; HI =
305 m; h = 2.13 111: still in use today
Overflow weir HI = 213 Ill: 12 steps
with rounded step edges (h = 0.61
/ = 0.305-0.91 m)

Ill,

Maximum spillway discharge 100 nr1/s:
HI = 35 m; h = 0.37 m

Maximum discharge 566 m'/s: step
height h = I.R3 ilL 14 steps (56°)
followed by a tlat. smooth slope and
a 22° stepped channeL HI = 208 m

some of the prc- I 850 dams from Chanson (J 99517).

and drafted the Yan Yean system in 185 L and he worked in
Queensland between 1864 and 1869 where he designed, in
particular, the Enoggera dam. It is certain that Henderson 1.1
was aware of the Malmsbury Reservoir spillway arrangement. Stewart was a North Welshman by birth. He studied at
the University of Melbourne and then worked in Victoria for
5 years as a railway engineer before moving to Queensland
(Whitmore 1996).

Inf7uence of French npertise
Another influence might have been the French experience
in stepped spillway design. Between 1850 and 1900 several
masonry dams were constructed with a lateral stepped spillway, e.g .. the Gouffre d'Enfer dam (Fig. 6), the Ternay dam,
the Pas-du-Riot dam (Fig. 5), the La Rive dam, and the La
Tache dam. 14 The first l~f these structures was designed by
the French engineer Delocre (1828-1908), and the next three
structures were built as replicas of the Goutlre d'Enfer dam
(Wegmann 1911; Smith 1971). In his book, Humber (1876,
p. 123) mentioned the work of Delocre and the construction
of the Gouffre d'Enfer dam built in 1858 (see Appendix 2).
It is likely that Australian engineers knew these references,
In summary, the authors are convinced that the design engineers gained experience from stepped weir designs in England, Victoria, and possibly France. The selection of a
staircase spillway was a logical choice to maximise energy
dissipation and to reduce scour along the spillway chute and

at the foot of the byewash where the tlow is turned through
an angle of 90-12(jO to the right.

1890 stepped spillway construction
materials
The unusual feature of the spillway at Gold Creek is that.
in 1890, the floor was constructed of unreinforced concrete
without protection against erosion from the flowing water.
Although concrete was widely used by the Roman and
Byzantine engineers, it was largely shunned as a building
material until the 19th century when it was "reintroduced"
as a construction material. In the 1850s, some houses were
built of it in Australia, and Australia's first concrete dam at
Lower Stony Creek, near Geelong, Victoria, was completed
in 1875 (Lewis 1988; Cowan 1995). Several other hydraulic
structures were constructed in concrete in the 1880s (e.g ..
Beetaloo dam, South Australia, in 1890 and Goulburn weir,
Victoria, in 1891) but at the time of building the Gold Creek
dam spillway in 1890 concrete was still not seen as a basic
construction material. least of all for flooring stepped
wastewater spillways,
For the construction of spillway steps, concrete was an
unusual material to use in 1890 anywhere in the world. Traditionally, and indeed until well into the 20th century, blocks
of granite, ashlar, or other hard cut stone were used, particu-

----------------------------

11Henderson arrived in Bendigo in 1851 (Mackay 18(1).
I-lOne author (Chansoll) visited the five French darns in December 1994.
iD 1998 NRC Canada
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Fig. S. Photograph of the Pas-du-Riot darn taken on 3 December
1994. Masonry dam completed in 1873: darn height H = 36 rn,
dam length L = 154 m. Maximum discharge capacity 65 m'!s.
(a)

larly on the horizontal faces of the steps, e.g., Goulburn weir
(Australia), Pas-du-Riot dam (France), Tytam dam (Hong
Kong), Pedlar River dam (United States) (see Chanson
1995h). Even the stepped spillways associated with gravity
dams built in concrete generally used cut stones to face the
steps. Examples are the Tytam dam, the Goulburn weir, and
the Croton Falls dam (United States).

Comments

(b)

The reason for the general reluctance to accept concrete as
a suitable material for flooring stcppcd spillways was the
fear that it would not withstand the various hydrodynamic
loads to which it would be exposed without erosion, scouring, or some form of deterioration. Moreover, it must be remembered that 19th century unreinforced concrete was
weaker than today's concrete, the maximum allowable stress
being less than 2 MPa. The conventional cut stone protection was used in a manner similar to that of conventional
concrete protection layer on the downstream face of today's
Roller Compacted Concrete I:; weirs.
The authors believe Gold Creek to be the earliest stepped
spillway noored entirely in concrete in Australia and probably one of the earliest in the world (if not the first) to use
this construction material for such an application. It is still
in reasonably good condition, as shown by recent photographs and inspections of the dam. The original concrete
stepped spillway is still in use. The shape of the steps is still
intact and the spillway operates properly despite minor damage (e.g .. Fig. 7). The longevity of the spillway is a fine tribute to the quality of the design and construction. Note that
the small amount of sediment material and debris carried
during floods might have contributed to the effectiveness of
the concrete stepped spillway.

Insight into operations and refurbishment
Application to stepped spillway operation and design
The results of the study provide some insights into the design of old stepped spillways. The information may be valuable to professionals associated with the maintenance,
operation, and refurbishment of such spillways. Indeed, numerous old stepped chutes are still in use today, e.g., the
Pas-du-Riot dam, the Cantref reservoir, the Goulburn weir,
and the New Croton dam (masonry spillwer dams (ays), the
La Tache. Ternay, and Gouffre-d'Enfunlined rock spillways), and the Gold Creek dam (concrete spillway). These
structures have behaved satisfactorily over more than 100
years thanks to adequate maintenance. Indeed, lack of maintenance can lead to partial or complete failure, e.g .. the Arizona Canal dam in 1905 and the Kobila dam in 1948.
However, carefully maintained structures may last for centuries, e.g .. the Kobila dam was used for 362 years before failure. the Pabellon dam built in the 1730s was still in use in
the 1950s, and the Gold Creek dam.
It is worth comparing the Gold Creek spillway characteristics with contemporary and modern spillway standards
with respect to discharge intensity and step dimension. Figure 8 presents discharge per unit width and step height of
stepped spillways as functions of the year of completion.
15Roller Compacted Concrete (RCCl is a no-slump consistency concrete that is placed in horizontal lifts and compacted by vibratory rollers.
© 1998 NRC Canada
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6. Photograph of the Gouffre d'Enfer dam taken on 3 December 1994 Masllnry dam completed in 1866: H = 60 m. L = 102 m.
View of the downstream face from the right bank.

Fig. 7. Detail of the Gold Creek spillway (photograph taken on 4 April 1996>. Damaged step (No. 6) shows the concrete construction.

Recent RCC stepped spillways and unlined rock cascades
(e.g., La Grande 2, Canada. and Dartmouth, Australia) are
included. Figure 8 indicates that 19th century stepped spillways were designed with step heights similar to those of today (Fig. 8b) but the maximum discharge capacity was
somewhat smaller (Fig. 8a).

Stepped spillway refurbishments
In recent years, new hydrological data in Europe, America, and Asia and new risk-assessment methods lead to an

increase of the maximum discharge capacity of ancient spillways. Often the discharge capacity has been enhanced by a
new spillway intake without spillway modification (e.g ..
Pas-du-Riot, Gold Creek, and La Tache dams) (Table 3). In
such cases the designers must check the new flow conditions
all the spillway. the flow regime, and the hydrodynamic
forces to ensure that the original spillway can pass the new
maximum discharge without damage. In particular, it has
been shown that the rate of energy dissipation on the
stepped spillway decreases with increasing discharge (Chan© J 998 NRC Canada
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Fig. 8. Comparative performance of stepped spillways built since 18~O.
(lJ) Step height h (m)

la)

Waler discharge per unit wiJth (/ (m 2/s).
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son 1995(/). The larger residual now energy (with the new
maximum discharge) might induce some damage downstream of the spillway.
The authors believe that the knowledge of the original design procedure can greatly assist the engineers during a refurbishment, e.g., by providing practical information on the
design limitations and constraints.

Summary and conclusions
The Gold Creek dam is an earth embankment built at the
end of the 19th century. The general design of the earthen

structure and the location of the spillway were similar to
British and Australian dams built between 1850 and 1900. A
number of these structures, including the Gold Creek dam.
are still in use today. The stepped spillway of Gold Creek
dam was built in 1890. It is a unique structure. i.e.. it was
the only stepped weir built in Queensland during the last
century and the construction material (i.e., concrete) was
most unusual.
The characteristics of the spillway and its modifications
are detailed and compared with other 19th century structures
(Table 2). The geometry of the spillway and maximum
CD 199R NRC Canad<l
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Table 3. Some examples of stepped spillway refurbishment associated with an increase of the maximum spillway discharge capacity.

Dam

Original maximum
discharge capacity
(m'/s)

Gold Creek dam. 1890. Australia
Winterburn darn. 1893. U.K.
L' Echapre dam. 1897. France
Cantref darn. 1892. U.K.

200
110
34
157

Remarks
280
270 (1995)
60(1989)
157

discharge capacity were comparable to those of 19th century
stepped weirs. The authors noted with interest that today's
maximum spillway capacity is limited by the height of the
sidewall of the steep channel and not by the crest design.
It is believed that, in the 1880s, the Brisbane engineers
gained expertise on stepped spillway design from experience
in England. Victoria (Australia), and possibly France. The
reason for the selection of concrete as construction material
is still unclear and it had no precedent in Australia or elsewhere for a stepped spillway.
Photographs of the present structure show a structure in
reasonably good condition.
The present investigation may assist professional engineers associated with the operation, maintenance, and refurbishment of old stepped spillways. It provides new
information on one sound design (Gold Creek dam spillway)
and develops a comparative analysis with similar existing
structures (e.g., New Croton, Cantref. and La Tache reservoirs).
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Appendix 1. List of symbols
g: gravity constant (g

= 9.80

m/s" in Brisbane, Australia)

17: step height (m)
H: dam height (m)
[: step length (m)
(!)
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L: dam length (m)
Q: water discharge (m'/s)
q: water discharge per unit width (m 2/s)
W: channel width (m)
cc channel slope
Gc: compressive strength of concrete material at 90 days (Pa)

Appendix 2. Delocre, Humber, and
transfer of stepped spillway design
Delocre (I X28~1908) was a professional engineer from
the Administration des Ponts et Chaussees, France. He developed a method to design masonry gravity dams which
was first applied to the Gouffre d'Enfer dam (Delocre 1866).
His work adopted the idea and analysis of the French engineer M. de Sazilly (1812-1852). Their design method is
considered as the basic analysis of the stability of gravity
dams.
[n his book, Humber (1876, p. 123) was appreciative of
the French savoir-faire: 'The theory of masonry dams forms
the subject of a very interesting and rather elaborate memoir
by Delocre of the Administration des Ponts et Chaussees".
T'he reputation of the Gouffre d'Enfer dam l £> was well
known to him: 'The dam of the Furens reservoir, as actually

Can. J Civ. Eng. Vol 25, 1998

constructed. is shown on Fig. 86" (Humber 1876. p. 125).
Thus he was well aware of the expertise of French engineers
and of their applications.
The writings of Humber suggest that the work of de
Sazilly and Delocre and the design of the Goutfre d'Enfer
dam were well known from British engineers. Further, their
analysis was later extended by WJ.M. Rankine (1820-1872)
(Rankine (872).
The Gouffre d'Enfer dam is located on the river Furan,
upstream of the city of Saint-Etienne. France (Fig. 6). It was
designed by the engineers Delocre (1828-1908) and Graeff
( 1812-1884) for the flood protection of the city of
Saint-Etienne and completed in 1866 (Smith 1971). Both the
dam and its reservoir are still in use today. but the reservoir
level was permanently lowered in the 1990s to enhance the
maximum spillway capacity and tlood protection.
Three masonry dams were built subsequently as replicas
of the C,ouffre d'Enfer dam: the Ternay dam. completed in
1867. to supply water to the city of Annonay, France; 17 the
La Rive dam (also called the Ban dam). completed in 1870,
to supply water to the city of Saint-Chamond, France; 18 the
Pas-du-Riot dam, completed in 1873, and located a few kilometres upstream of the Gouffre d'Enter dam, to supply water to the city of Saint-Etienne (Fig. 5).19

I~[t is sometimes called the Furan dam or Furens dam by some researchers (e.g .. Smith 1971).
17The Temay dam is still in use but its stability was reinforced with a downstream rockfill embankment.
IXThe La Rive dam still stands hut it is no longer in use. The structure is considered unsafe and a large tunnel outlet was drilled through the
dam in 1994-1995 to prevent the rise of water level upstream of the masonry structure.
l<JThe Pas-du-Riot dam is still in use in its original design. The spillway crest was lowered in 1990 to increase the maximum spillway capacity, the original stepped channel heing still used.
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